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      Geophysical Consideration on a Characteristic Factor

                       of a Naturag River

                                By

                    Masakazu KASHIWAMURA

                        (Reeeived June 29, 1956)

                             Abstract

    This is an investigation of the problem of how the discharge of a river in-

creases as the elevation of its water surface rises. The increasing rate of the

discharge is p.roportional to the breadth and the mean velocity of the river. The,

proportional constant is given as a certain definite value when the river-bed is
stable and is given as a larger value than the former one when the bed is unstable.

These facts are introduced theoretically and the results are compared with the

observed data.

                         1. Introduction

    Amongst the hydraulie features of a river, diseharge is the most

important one. Many investigations o£ the methods of measurements
in regard to the discharge have been reported so far. The methods
of measurements may be general]y divided into a direct method and
an indirect method. The direet method is that the ve]oeity distribution

of the river is measured by current-meters or fioats and the amount

of discharge is ca}culated £rom the data thus obtained. Especially the
method wi'th currentmeters has seemed to be the most reliable; it is
generally adopted at present. At flooding time, however, this me'thod

is usually impracticable; the float method is also rarely employed in

Janan beeause of the intricate eonfiguration of the rivers and the
considerable expense.

    The indirect method is chiefly adopted at flooding time nowadays.

There are rough}y two ways of the indireet methods: the first way
is one based on Kutter's and Manning's formula ete., mean velocity is

calculated and with this the discharge is estimated; the second way
is one in whieh the'relation between diseharge and stage is investi-

gated, and extending this charaeteristic curve to fiood zone, the dis-

charge is decided by reading the stage at flood time.
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    In practice, this method is genera]ly employed as it is convenient.

There are many reports on the relation between discharge and stage.
The author has investigated especially the gradients of dischaz'ge-stage

curves, compared them with the results observed at a few points along

the River Tokachi, and coneluded that the gradlents o£ the eurves are
proportional to the hydraulie factors without stage,-viz., the mean
velocity and the breadth of the river approximately. The proportional
coeMcient k is an interesting factor; its value is diseussed from different

angles.

             Z. Reiation between discharge and stage

    The dise'n' arge of a river inereases or decreases as the stage in-

creases or deereases, and there is a constant relation bet･ween the two
factors,

    Because of that constant xelation diseharge Q is treated as a monoto-

nous inereasing function of stage H and is gen,erally represented by

a quadratic function.
So,

          Q= cr+bH+eH L' (2. 1)

where, n is fitted to be about 2.

    These formulae az'e derived f.rom data gathered from aetual ex-
perienee that diseharge-stage curves are similar to a parabolie curve.

But there also have been many attempts to represent the relation
theoretieally. When the stage rises, the slope of water sur,face also
inereases. But when it is assumed that the inc!'easi'ng rate of the stage

is small, that is, variation of the surface slope can be neglected, the

theoretieal relation between Q and H can be introduced for various
configurations of cross sections. Namely, if Chezy's formula is thought

to hold good for the average veloeity over the eross section, the next

equations aye derivedCi).

    For a parabolie section

          Q== a(H± H,)E (2, 3)
    For a reetangular seetion
                                              '

          Q=a(H±rH,)i'5 (2.4)                                    '    Foratrapezoid section '
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         Q ::-=- a･ [1+a, (El±H6)] (El tHh)'g' (2. 5)

   For a triangulax seetion

         Q==a(HtH,)?' (2,6)
where, a is a proportional constant and H, is the elevation of the river-

bed from the cardinal surface. As configuration of cross section is
usually intricate, the upper equations are not always eonsistent with

experimental xesults. Furthermore, when a large floed wave passes,

as the dffeyence between the sur-

face slopes be£ore and behind the
wave is fair!y la-rge at the same

water stage, it is lmown for the
Q-H curve to make a partial loop.
(Fig. 1) In the above case, Q-H
curve is regarded as a monotone
inereasing funetion of H, and the

loop eurve of Q-H is thought to
be less useful except when the
other waves of the same seale and

the same configuration have ar-

rived. When Q-H curves are
drawn, there are some ways with
which sueh loop curves are cali-
brated to one valued funetional
curve(2). However when the
irregular, sueh Joop curves are

Q-H eurves are able to be
Fig. 3 shows the graphs of the

the River Tokaehi while the

under inveseigation by the author

    The observed fiood waves were
were regarded as straight lines
small.

                  3. Gradient

    The values of the gradients of
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those values are investigated with a brief theoretical consideration.

It is assumed that disehaTge vaTies quasi--statically in keeping with

the variation of stage with surface slope constant.

   Now notations are given as follows;

         Q: discharge (m"!sec)
         V: mean velocity (m/sec)

         A: area o£ eross section (m2)
         H: depth measured from the deepest bottom (m)

         L: breadth ofariver (m) '
         R: hydraulic depth (m)

When the eonfiguration of the cross section is taken as rectangular

and it is assumed that L>H and Rl=iH,

         Q- Vl,4.

           =CLYIH3 (3. 1)
therefore,

          adHQ == -:m LCV HI =":r LV (3- 2)

                                              alQIn the above equation, the gradient of Q-H eurve,                                                  is proportional
                                              dH
to the breadth and the mean velocity.

   Now, it is taken that

          dQ             :== kLV (3. 3)          dH

Therefore, the above theoretieal caleulation shows that k=1.5.

   The observed values of elQ , L and V at the Tokachi River, and

                          dH
k's whieh are computed from the above Eactors are shown as follows.
(Table l)

    Every value of this Table is the rnean over eaeh observation term.

Table II shows the value o£ k at every observing station,
   From these values it is found that k of eaeh station remains
approximately constant, but there are not all points where k.il.5. The

values o£ Obihiro, Shimo-Shihoro and ]N({oiwa take larger than twice the

theoretically derived value,-1.5. It is a remarkable faet that k o£
eaeh station remains eonstant. Of eourse, there may be some errors
of measurements but it may be considered eertain that the values of
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                      TABLE I.
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1.67
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j

192.7 i

     i
75.7 i
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287
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TABLE II.

Values of k

t
l

1

Obihiro

Shimo-Shihoro

Chivoda

Moiwa

Tabikorai i

3.3

2.7

1.5

3.1

1.7

2

3.3

3.2

1.7

3.8

3

1.6

3.1

  !

Obihiro, Shimo-Shihoro and Moiwa are different distinc'tly from the
values of Chiyoda and Tabikorai.
    The physieal meaning of k is next examined in more detail.

                    4. Physical meaning of ft:

    [I]he configuration of the section is supposed as shown in Fig. 4,

and the function of wetted periphery is assumed as

         x== f(y) (4. 1)
Furthermore, this equation is divided into two parts,
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f(Y):i=fi(Y), X>O

f(Y)[=fE(Y)･ X<O (4, 2)

in whieh,

fi (O) == f2 (O)

y

                         Fig. 4.

Giving the length of the wetted periphery P, the area of the cross
seetion A and the hydraulic depth R, the next equations axe presented,

        A=- S,"Ifi (Y)-f,(Y)] alY (4. 3)

        P-S: [/'1+Xl(y)2 +/1+f5(･y)2]aly (4. 4)

        R== T2= sf{,i/'M,[liXIM.'iYi],el-!(,).},, (` s)

As Q== VA.

         alQ =. A dVm +v alA                                                 (4. 6)
                dH         alH                      clH

And £rom (4.3),

         alA            -f,([l)-f,(H)-L (4.7)         elH

so,

         :Z =:=A..Sllii+Lv ･ (4.s)

Therefore, in order to get the value of elQ/clH, dV7dH must be studied
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for various cases. The mean veloeity is generally thought to be a

£unetion of the hydrauiic depth R, the slope of t･he water surface l
and the roughness coeMeie'nt of the bottom n,-viz,

         V = V(n, I, R)

Moreover, the ehange of H infiuences not only R, but also, n and I, so

V may be thought to be a funetion of H only.
    "owever, as l varies with a parameter of time t, the representation

of l(H) is very complieated and as n which tal{es various values aecor-

ding to the so]rts o£ the bed material a}so varies wieh the fiow over
the critieal veloclty, n(H) is given as an intrieate form too,

    There±"ore, first, it is assumed that the mean velocity is varied
quasi-statieally and is a funetien of R on]y, while n and T ai'e eonstant,

So it is taken that V:== V(R).

    Now, it £ollows, as V is represented to be the m'th poweue o£ R, that

         V- Cltm (4. 9)
where C and m aire both eonstaD,t.

    Minding (4.4) and <4･.9)

          alV - v 7n PclA!dH=AalPldH
          {IZilMft p2
              =-?nV(LA---tt-tttt---) ' (4,lo)

Furthermore, substituting (4.Ie) into (4.8),

         gQ- = kL v,
          el"

whex'e

                   mR alP                            . (4. 11)         k=m+1-
                    L elhr

clPldH represents the length of P wetted for unit height o£ the water

sur£ace and may take the values from 1 to oo mathematiealiy, so it
seems that k of (4.11) ean take negative, but it never happens actually.

    It should be thought that (4.9) does not hold good for the river
where elP!aH is extremely large at the bank. For the practieal measure-

ments for m=: --1---m-J2i--, it is shown tha't, '
              23
          mR alP                    1
                  < --･
          L alH 10
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Therefore, it follows that

         k:::m+1 (4. 12)
As nz==1!2 for C'h6zy's formula and m=:2/3 for Manning's £ormula, it
follows that

         k:== 1.5-1.7 (4.13)
    Now, the practical k's of Chiyoda and Tabikorai ]ie quite in the
region of (4.13) but the k's of the other stations are far larger than

that shown in (4.13). Then, it is expeeted that the value of h is effeeted

by not only R, but also by the other faetors. The mean veloeity has

been t･reated as a funetion of R only but is actually varied with l,

so it must £ollow that

         V= i9' (I, R). (4. 14)
Therefore,

          clV oV oV ol         -dtr mL -s-i- "-si"' "'bt'-/ 9,7'･ (4･is)

As Oait / Oe'7 changes its value every moment, the Q-H e'arve o£ a large

fiood wave appears to draw a ioop. When the loop is rearran.ged to
a quadratic funetion. by the least square method, it must differ by

(eoll/ Zf/aa{I) from the eurve correeted by the before-mentioned

Ways(2).

    As the aetual caleulation shows that ( a.VI gtl' / OaHt ) is near]y about

11100 VL, it can be negleeted against t･he value of oWoH,

    Then, the value o£ calculated k is not made yet very diffeJrent from
(4.13) even when l is also variable, Hereupon., there must be taken
up the residual faetor, viz. the roughness eoeflicient n, Hitherto, there

have been many methods for representation of roughness coeffieient,
and in Manning's foxmula, it is adopted as n as also in the next equation.

         v=L.1. xS･R:-.

              n

n takes experimentally various values adequate to the material of the

river-bed. But when there is sweeped bed load, the apparent roughness

coetlicient does not keep its va}ue; there are some experimental reports

of the variable coefficient with bottom sand flowing. Also it seems
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that n of Manning's formula is observed as a monot･one decreasing
funetion of V(･4).

   As the present author has never observed'the roughness coefneient,

he ha,s no experimental data eoneerning the fine structure of roughness.

   But it is sufliciently reeognized that there have been ehanges o£
the bed over the observation period of three times. Especially, the

bed at Moiwa in May, 1953 was rema}ikab]y lowez' than it was in May
of the previous year.
   It seems that this is due to the large scale fiood whieh oecured in

the Tokachi in April-May, 1953.

   In the above ease, it is possible that there were vaTiations o£ the
apparent roughness with movement ot' the bed. Therefore, it is thought

that n js a mediate funetion oE H, so

         n=n(H). (4.16)
   Considered 1' being constant whieh is not so contributive to k, as

abovementioned,

         diV
         aH'

is obtained.

   Assum2ng

         V-

it is obtained

         dV
         'alH

As -e-V- rclR is

   aR dU
         al V

         alH

oV dn         oV clR
en elH +"l'R' elU

that there

Ll.ISRnb

 n
that

       1(

comes

S,f)

same

for the

DV
aR

alR

--alH

mean veloeity,

   1+!
      n

quite the

       1(

  as (4.10),

)77?v( AL -

the next

-.Li edel-Pi.-).

equatlon ls

(4. 17)

(4, 18)

(4. 19)

 .glven.

Substituting

   .d. Q. -

   dH

 1+ `Z ..el.n.

     7z alV

(4.20) into (4.8), it

kLV

follows that

(4. 20)

where
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         k==i.#IZ'alelnv'i-(i.I#,IZRLdd.v/.)LaleluP' (4'2i)

   Neglecting the third term of (4.21) as treated i,n (4.12)

         k=-r .n.ZL- +1. (4.22)
             1+ ! @M
                n dV

   When it is reegarded that n is a monotonous decreasing function
of V, as it deeTeases with increase of V, it follows that clnlclV<O and

the value of (4.22) has to be greater than that of (4.12).

   The univeir･sal relation between the rou,ghness and the ve]oc2ty is

not obvious theoretically, and there is no experimental data on the

matter in the hands o£ the author, so (4.22) can not be developed any
more. But with the other observed results<`) and 7n=-213, k a,t Moiwa

is given as about 3.7 which ls in good agreement with the observed
value.

   But at Obihiro and Shimo-Shihoyo, the values of k's become rather

larger than the observed ones. This is considered to be due to the
faet that there is gravel on the river bed at Obihiro and Shimo-Shihoro,

while there is sand at Moiwa. It is obvious that as the applied data

for k at Moiwa are those for sand, they aire not adoptable for the
different bed material. But, it may be sure that the value of k is

dependent on the sorts of bed material and the state o£ the flow.
Further it may be eonsidered eertain that k settles on 1.5-1.7 when

the bed is stab!e. ･   Furthermore, it is thought too on a certain river that the value
of k is 1.5-1.7 when the fiow is slow, and sudden!y becomes larger
when the veloeity .rises over a certain critical value, in other words,

it is probable that the gradient of the Q-[l cu]rve varies diseontinu-

ousl'y when variation in the bed occurs.

                                     '
                       S. Conclusion

   Coneerning the gradient of a Q-H eurve, 'the author ascertained
that elQlclH=icLY, where k is 1.5-1.7 as the bed is stable and "that it

becomes greater than that value when the bed begins to shift. The

point will be more eoneisely confirmed by £uture work as the present
data whieh support this theory aye not abundant. If the value of ic

at a certain station is known from the material of the bed, aQlaljEI at
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this station is ealeulated easily from the measuxed L and V, even
though there is no level gauge,

    aQlelH seems to be a fairly important factor of natural rivers, for

the rising rate of the stage may be predicted when the increasing
rate of the discharge at the upper station is known.

    The author wishes to express his thanks to Prof. Yoshiro Ikeda
and Prof. Hisao Ful<ushima for their interest and encouragement.
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